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Newly emerging location-based social media network services (LBSMNS) provide valuable resources to understand users’ behaviors based on their location histories. The location-based behaviors of a user are generally influenced by both user intrinsic interest and the location preference, and moreover are spatial-temporal
context dependent. In this article, we propose a spatial-temporal context-aware personalized location recommendation system (STCAPLRS), which offers a particular user a set of location items such as points of
interest or venues (e.g., restaurants and shopping malls) within a geospatial range by considering personal
interest, local preference, and spatial-temporal context influence. STCAPLRS can make accurate recommendation and facilitate people’s local visiting and new location exploration by exploiting the context information
of user behavior, associations between users and location items, and the location and content information
of location items. Specifically, STCAPLRS consists of two components: offline modeling and online recommendation. The core module of the offline modeling part is a context-aware regression mixture model that
is designed to model the location-based user behaviors in LBSMNS to learn the interest of each individual
user, the local preference of each individual location, and the context-aware influence factors. The online
recommendation part takes a querying user along with the corresponding querying spatial-temporal context
as input and automatically combines the learned interest of the querying user, the local preference of the
querying location, and the context-aware influence factor to produce the top-k recommendations. We evaluate
the performance of STCAPLRS on two real-world datasets: Dianping and Foursquare. The results demonstrate the superiority of STCAPLRS in recommending location items for users in terms of both effectiveness
and efficiency. Moreover, the experimental analysis results also illustrate the excellent interpretability of
STCAPLRS.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The emerging location-based social media network services (LBSMNS), such as
Foursquare, Facebook Places, and Dianping, have provided convenient platforms for
users to generate and share rating activities that are performed in physical locations. For example, Foursquare allows users to “check-in” at spatial venues and rate
their visit via mobile devices. Dianping enables users to publish reviews about local
businesses, such as restaurants and shopping malls. Comprehensively understanding
such location-based users’ rating behaviors1 is of great importance for designing many
applications, such as personalized recommendation, location exploration, and service
marketing.
Research efforts have been undertaken to mine knowledge from user rating behavior
history data to help users find interesting location items, such as points of interest
(POIs) and venues. Specifically, location recommendation provides a user with location
items (e.g., a historical museum or a fancy movie theater) that match the user’s personal
interests within a geospatial region [Bao et al. 2015]. In particular, several proposed
location recommendation systems [Levandoski et al. 2012; Bao et al. 2012; Yin et al.
2013; Zhao et al. 2014], taking into account different factors such as user preferences
and geographical influences, have achieved promising recommendation results.
However, inferring the ratings for location items toward recommendation is still a
challenging problem by exploring users’ location history. The user rating behaviors in
LBSMNS exhibit certain distinctive characteristics. First, data sparsity is a critical
problem [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005; Bao et al. 2012] in the location recommendation domain. A user has a limited number of visited location items, which results
in a sparse user-item matrix for most existing location recommendation systems directly using collaborative filtering (CF) techniques over location items [Levandoski
et al. 2012; Horozov et al. 2006; Ye et al. 2011]. Furthermore, the identified travel
locality [Levandoski et al. 2012] aggravates the data sparsity problem and makes the
recommendation task more challenging if a user travels to a new place where he or she
has no rating history. Second, user location rating behaviors are not only driven by user
intrinsic interests but also influenced by the local preferences. Most existing work [Bao
et al. 2012; Zhao et al. 2014] mainly focuses on modeling user personal preferences for
recommendation, which may not be accurate in many real-life scenarios. For example,
music lovers may be more interested in concert places, and shopaholics would pay more
attention to shopping malls. In contrast, when users visit a city, especially a city that
is new to them, they are more likely to see local attractions. Hence, it is essential to
identify users’ intrinsic interests and local preferences to model user location rating
behaviors. Third, user location rating behaviors are essentially spatial-temporal context dependent. User activities are influenced by time [Yuan et al. 2013]. Users’ visiting
behaviors often evolve over time (e.g., visiting a restaurant at noon and visiting a bar at
night). Besides, spatial context also influences user visiting behaviors [Ye et al. 2011].
People tend to visit different places in different location areas. For example, a user
may explore some restaurants and shops around Times Square when going there for a
broadway show, whereas a museum is preferred when traveling to the cultural precinct.
1 We use the term rating behavior to denote user actions on location items in LNSMNs, such as checking in
and reviewing.
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Fig. 1. The framework of STCAPLRS.

Therefore, it is critical to incorporate the influences of spatial-temporal context for location recommendation. To the best of our knowledge, the idea to unify user intrinsic
interests, local preferences, and spatial-temporal context influences in a principled way
for personalized location recommendation is unexplored and challenging.
In this work, we investigate the problem of context-aware personalized location
recommendation by exploring user location rating behaviors. Specifically, we propose a spatial-temporal context-aware personalized location recommendation system
(STCAPLRS) that exploits associations between users and location items, the location
and content information of location items, and spatial-temporal context information of
users to alleviate the data sparsity problem and make accurate location recommendation. As shown in Figure 1, STCAPLRS consists of two parts: offline modeling and
online recommendation. The core module of the offline part is a context-aware regression mixture (CARM) model, which is designed to model user location rating behaviors
for inferring user ratings to location items. CARM simulates the generative process of
human decision making on location items by simultaneously considering user intrinsic
interests, local preferences, and spatial-temporal context influences in a unified way
(see Figure 12). Thelocation-based rating behavior of a user is influenced by his or
her intrinsic interest and location preference. Exploiting local preference can address
the issue of data sparsity to some extent. The influence degrees of user interests and
local preferences are different and conditioned on the spatial-temporal context. CARM
can automatically learn latent topics, user interests, local preferences, and contextaware influence factors from the location-based user rating history. The latent topics
are multinomial distributions over terms. We model the generative process of location
items and location item contents, respectively, which leads to two variations of CARM:
item-based CARM (ICARM) and content-based CARM (CCARM). ICARM models the
latent topics over location items. CCARM discovers the topics over content terms by
exploiting the content information (e.g., item tags or category words) of location items.
For CCARM, to explicitly exploit the associations between users and location items, we
propose a user-intent and location-aware probabilistic matrix factorization (UIL-PMF)
model combined with CCARM (CCARM-UIL-PMF) by incorporating the derived user
interest intent and location item feature from CCARM as side information for better
recommendation. CCARM-UIL-PMF can further alleviate the data sparsity problem
and facilitate people’s travel not only near their living areas but also to a location that
is new to them.
Given a querying user u with querying context cu: location lu and time interval tu,
the online recommendation part computes a ranking score for each location item v
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within location lu. CARM makes the recommendations by automatically combining
the context-aware influence factors of cu, u’s interest, and the local preference of lu,
which are learned offline by ICARM or CCARM. CCARM-UIL-PMF combines the side
features of user interest intent and location item learned from CCARM and latent
features of users and location items learned from UIL-PMF to compute the ratings for
generating recommendations.
The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
—We address the spatial-temporal context-aware personalized location recommendation problem by leveraging rich user-generated location rating behavior data.
—We argue that location-based user rating behaviors are spatial-temporal context
dependent and influenced by both user intrinsic interests and local preferences,
proposing CARM by considering these factors in the location item recommendation
process.
—We propose a UIL-PMF with CCARM to further alleviate the data sparsity problem
and enhance the recommendation performance of CARM.
—We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of our recommendation system on two real-world datasets: Dianping and Foursquare. The results
show the superiority of our proposals in location item recommendation for users in
terms of both effectiveness and efficiency. In addition, the empirical analysis results
illustrate the clear interpretability of STCAPLRS.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 formally defines the problem. Section 4 describes the CARM-based framework
of our recommendation system STCAPLRS. Section 5 presents the online recommendation part of STCAPLRS. We report the experimental results in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 offers our conclusions and future work.
2. RELATED WORK

Our work is closely related to five research areas: general recommender systems, location recommendation, context-aware recommendation (CAR), topic model, and matrix
factorization (MF).
2.1. General Recommender Systems

Recommendation has been one of the most important services for many online
e-commerce and social networking Web sites. The objective is to recommend an
accurate list of items that match the target users’ preferences. CF and content-based
filtering techniques are two widely adopted approaches for recommender systems
[Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005]. Both methods learn and utilize the user’s personal
interests to find relevant items for recommendation. CF is based on the assumption
that users who have expressed similar interests in the past will share common
interests in the future [Goldberg et al. 1992]. Generally, the relations between users
and items can be expressed as a user-item matrix, and various methods, including
memory-based and model-based approaches, are performed on the user-item matrix to
generate recommendations [Shi et al. 2014]. Content-based recommendation methods
suggest relevant items for a given user by matching a user’s personal interest to the
descriptive content feature of items. CF approaches generally perform better than
content-based methods when rich associations between users and items are acquired.
The content-based method is more capable of coping with the cold-start problem
[Schein et al. 2002]. As a result, a certain amount of research has focused on the hybrid
usage of combining the advantages of both CF and content-based methods [Basilico and
Hofmann 2004; Kim et al. 2006; Popescul et al. 2001]. Along with the prosperity of social
media, there has been great research interest in overcoming the data sparsity problem
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and improving recommendation performance by incorporating rich social media knowledge, such as social trust [Ma et al. 2009], social influence [Fang et al. 2014], and geographical influence [Bao et al. 2012; Ye et al. 2011]. Our proposed STCAPLRS is not only
able to integrate the advantages of CF and content-based methods but also incorporate
the context information and local preference influence for location recommendation.
2.2. Location Recommendation

Along with the emerging LBSMNS, there has been great research interest in POIs or
generally location recommendations [Bao et al. 2012; Yin et al. 2013; Ye et al. 2011;
Yuan et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2014]. Location recommendation aims to recommend a
list of location items to a user based on the user’s past rating behavior histories in LBSMNS. Generally, there are two research lines of location recommendations: generic
and personalized location recommendation. Generic location recommendation systems
encapsulate the public opinions on locations to provide users with the most popular
venues in a location [Zheng et al. 2010; Venetis et al. 2011]. Different from generic
location recommendation exploiting the location information of ratings in a collective
manner, personalized location recommendation makes recommendations by considering individual preferences. CF models [Levandoski et al. 2012; Ye et al. 2010, 2011;
Yuan et al. 2013] are widely used to make personalized recommendations by depicting
a user’s venue activity history into a user-venue matrix where each row corresponds
to a user’s venue-visiting history and each column denotes a venue. Then a user-based
CF (UCF) or item-based CF method is employed to infer the preference for rating
the unvisited items. LARS [Levandoski et al. 2012] is a location-aware recommender
system utilizing the user location information and location-based ratings to produce
recommendations.
However, solely using a CF-based method cannot handle the data sparsity problem
well [Desrosiers and Karypis 2011]. To this end, additional relevant information is
introduced to alleviate the data sparsity issue. Exploiting geographical influence [Ye
et al. 2011; Lian et al. 2014] and temporal information can greatly help POI recommendation [Yuan et al. 2013]. Instead of using traditional CF-based methods, Bao et al.
[2012] proposed a category-based similarity computation method that is able to find
k-nearest neighbors for a querying user in a new city. Yin et al. [2013] proposed a
location-content-aware recommender system named LCARS that offers a particular
user a set of venues (e.g., restaurants) or events (e.g., concerts and exhibitions) by
giving consideration to both personal interest and local preference. Zhao et al. [2014]
provided a cross-region community matching method to make personalized recommendations of locally interesting venues by exploiting user-generated contents and
temporal information in location-based social networks.
Our proposed STCAPLRS distinguishes from the work mentioned previously in the
following aspects. First, we study a new and realistic problem that aims to provide
users with recommendations by considering context information and user visiting activity histories. Second, we take into account the context-aware influence of both user
interests and local preferences to produce recommendations. This mixture modeling
method simulates the process of the user’s decision making on location items. The
influence is context dependent and specific to each location rating behavior, which is
in accordance with real-life scenarios and different from the static influence modeling
in Yin et al. [2013]. Third, the ideas of simultaneously considering context information, associations between users and location items, and location item contents into
a unified framework is not explored. Fourth, our proposed CARM-based model can
generate clearly interpretable latent knowledge, which could benefit the trust of the
recommender system. Fifth, the proposed location recommender system is efficient for
online recommendation generation.
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2.3. Context-Aware Recommendation

Exploring context information for recommendation has attracted extensive research
interests. For a general survey, please refer to Verbert et al. [2012]. Context is defined
to be any information that can be used to characterize the environment in which a
recommendation is generated [Adomavicius et al. 2005]. CARs can significantly improve the recommendation relevance and quality compared to conventional recommendations that are solely based on user-item interactions [Adomavicius et al. 2005;
Baltrunas and Ricci 2009; Xiong et al. 2010; Rendle et al. 2011; Yuan et al. 2013].
Early work in CAR utilized contextual prefiltering and postfiltering approaches to filter recommendations [Adomavicius et al. 2005; Baltrunas and Ricci 2009]. More recent
work has attempted to build models that integrate contextual information and model
user-item-context interactions. Two popular classes of models for CAR are the tensor
factorization [Karatzoglou et al. 2010; Xiong et al. 2010] models and the factorization
machine [Rendle 2012; Rendle et al. 2011]. Both models represent the user-item-context
interaction as a linear combination of the latent factors to be inferred from the data.
In the location recommendation domain, researchers have studied to exploit context
information for improving recommendation performance. Spatial-temporal context information plays an important role in location-based services. Yuan et al. [2013] incorporated temporal information into the UCF model for POI recommendation. Exploiting
geographical influence [Ye et al. 2011; Lian et al. 2014] can also significantly improve
POI recommendation performance. De Pessemier et al. [2014] described a recommendation framework to exploit the current context and activity of the user for helping
users to discover new places and interesting information in a mobile environment. Yin
et al. [2013] proposed a graphical model to incorporate the influences of local preferences and model spatial item contents to alleviate data sparsity problem and facilitate
location recommendation. Zhao et al. [2014] proposed to exploit the temporal context
and location content with the tensor factorization model for personalized local venue
recommendation. In our work, we propose CARM to model the spatial-temporal context influence on user rating behavior in LBSMNS. Compared to latent factor models of
tensor factorization and factorization machine models for modeling context in a black
box mode, our proposed model models spatial-temporal context in a principled way,
which has clear and excellent interpretability and boosts the location recommendation
performance.
2.4. Topic Model

Topic models provide an unsupervised and useful method to discover topic structures from a collection of documents. The most representative models include PLSA
[Hofmann 1999] and LDA [Blei et al. 2003; Griffiths and Steyvers 2004]. Recently,
much work aims to mine geographical knowledge from rich available geotagged data
via topic modeling. Yin et al. [2011] studied the distributions of some geographic topics (e.g., beach, hiking, and sunset) in the United States using geotagged photos from
Flickr. Pozdnoukhov and Kaiser [2011] explored the space-time structure of topical
content from a large number of geotweets. Yuan et al. [2012] proposed a topic-based
inference model that considers both static features (POIs) of a region and human
mobility between regions to infer the functions (e.g., residential, commercial, and entertainment) of an area (a set of nearby locations). In the recommendation domain,
researchers have developed various types of topic models to facilitate the recommendation task. Jin et al. [2005] proposed an approach based on latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA) to discover the hidden semantic relationships among items for recommendation.
A geotopic model is proposed in Kurashima et al. [2013] to jointly estimate both the user
interests and activity area hosting the user’s home, office, and other personal places,
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Table I. Notations and Definitions
Notations

Description

ICARM
CCARM
CCARM-UIL-PMF

Item-based context-aware regression mixture model
Content-based context-aware regression mixture model
User-intent and location-aware probabilistic matrix factorization
combined with CCARM
User u, location l, time interval t, location item v, content word w
Number of users, locations, location items, time intervals, content words
Set of users, locations, time intervals, items, content words
User rating behavior r
Number of topics
Interest of user u, local preference of location l
Multinomial distribution over terms specific to topic k
Context feature vector consisting of location and time interval
Parameters of context feature vector for user and location
Dirichlet priors for hidden variables
If location item vri is generated by θu or θl
Mixing weight specific to user u and context c

u, l, t, v, w
N, L, M, T , W
U, L, T , V, W
r
K
θu, θl
ϕk
c
λu, λl
β, γ , ζ
sri
τuc

which can be utilized to make recommendations even when the user is in an unfamiliar
area. Yin et al. [2013] proposed a location-content-aware (LCA-LDA) model to exploit
the contents of spatial items and the influence from local preference, which can help to
alleviate the data sparsity problem and improve recommendation accuracy. Compared
to LCA-LDA exploiting user interests and local preferences, our proposed CARM-based
approaches further explore the context information and model the dynamic influences
of user interests and local preferences, which better simulate the user rating behavior
process and boosts the recommendation performance.
2.5. Matrix Factorization

MF [Koren et al. 2009; Lee and Seung 2000; Salakhutdinov and Mnih 2007] is one
of the most popular approaches to CF and has been successfully applied to various
recommender systems. The underlying assumption is that the entities, such as users
and items (POIs, movies, products, etc.), can be modeled by a set of latent representations, which together determine the preferences of unrated items. Various MF models
are proposed in the location recommendation domain. For example, Zhao et al. [2014]
proposed a Bayesian probabilistic tensor factorization to extract social dimensions
for recommendations by exploiting heterogeneous relations among users, venues, and
time. Hu et al. [2014] developed a MF-based latent factor model for geographical rating prediction by considering both the intrinsic characteristics of the business and the
extrinsic characteristics of its geographical neighbors, which could achieve much lower
prediction error. In our work, we develop UIL-PMF incorporated into the CARM-based
framework, which can well combine the user interest intent, location item features,
and user-item associations in a unified model, and has achieved superior location recommendation performance.
3. PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we first introduce relevant definitions and notations and then formally
define the problem.
3.1. Notations and Definitions

For ease of the following presentation, we define the key data structures and notations
used in this article. Table I lists the relevant notations.
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Table II. A Location Item and Is Associated Information

ID: 49e17f24f964a520d1611fe3
Name: AMC Loews Lincoln Square 13
Location Address: 1998 Broadway (at W. 68th St.), New York, NY 10023, United States
Categories: Movie Theater
Tags: arcade cinema entertainment imax movie theater movies photo booth pinball popcorn ticket kiosk

Definition 3.1 (Location Item). A location item v refers to either a POI or venue
generated in location-based social media networks. Table II illustrates an example of
Foursquare venue.
Definition 3.2 (User Rating). A user rating is a quadruple (u, lv , t, v) that denotes a
rating behavior (e.g., checking, reviewing, purchasing, consuming) made by user u on
location item v in location lv during time interval t.
The user rating history is given by S ⊂ U × L × T × V, where user activities are
positive observations in the past. The dataset D in our setting consists of five elements, which are users, locations, time intervals, location items, content words—that
is, (u, lv , t, v, Wv ) ∈ D, where u ∈ U, lv ∈ L, t ∈ T , v ∈ V, and Wv ∈ W, where Wv denotes
the content word set associated with location item v.
Definition 3.3 (User Interest). The intrinsic interest of user u is represented by θu, a
probability distribution over topics.
Definition 3.4 (Local Preference). The local preference of location l is represented
by θl , a probability distribution over topics. This modeling method can capture local
folk-customs and local attractions. Local place is a geospatial area. A local location can
be a city district or a city.
Definition 3.5 (Context). A context feature vector c consists of a time interval t and
a location l. In this article, context specifically means spatial-temporal context.
We formally define the problem as follows. Given the user rating data D consisting of
{U, L, T , V, W}, our aim is to recommend a list of interesting location items to a given
user u in location l during time interval t when the user visits location l.
4. USER RATING BEHAVIOR MODELING IN LOCATION-BASED SOCIAL MEDIA SYSTEMS

In this section, we present CARM to model user rating behaviors in location-based
social media systems.
4.1. CARM Model

It is well observed that users’ rating behaviors in location-based social media networks
are influenced by not only user intrinsic interests but also the local preferences [Bao
et al. 2012; Yin et al. 2013]. Meanwhile, the decisions made by users on location items
are spatial-temporal context dependent. The context factors of location and temporal
information play an important role in user rating behaviors [Ye et al. 2011; Yuan
et al. 2013]. Such context factors influence the dynamics of user interest intent, which
thereby impacts user decision making on items. For example, people tend to visit shops
and restaurants in a business zone, and a museum is preferred when users travel to
the cultural precinct. In addition, user activities are influenced by time. For example,
a user is more likely to go to a restaurant rather than a bar for lunch at noon and is
more likely to go to a bar rather than a library at midnight.
Given the dataset D, which stores users’ rating histories, we aim to model user
rating behaviors by exploiting the information captured in D. We propose CARM,
which is a probabilistic mixture generative model aiming to simulate the process of
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human decision making on location items. This mixture model considers the influence
of location and time context, the user’s personal interests, and the local preferences in
a unified way. Specifically, given a querying user u with the corresponding querying
context consisting of location l and time interval t (i.e., c = (l, t)), the likelihood that
user u prefers item v during a time interval t in location l is calculated as follows:
P(v|u, l, t, ) = τuc P(v|θu) + (1 − τuc )P(v|θl ),

(1)

where denotes the CARM model parameter set, P(v|θu) is the probability that item
v is generated from u’s personal interest denoted as θu, and P(v|θl ) is the probability
that item v is generated according to the local preference of location l denoted as θl .
The parameter τuc is the mixing weight that represents the influence probability of the
user interest and is generated conditioned on the context c. In other words, user u is
influenced by personal interest with probability τuc and the local preference of location
l with probability 1 − τuc . It is worth mentioning that CARM holds personalized and
context-dependent weights for each user rating behavior.
The user interest θu and local preference θl are modeled by the multinomial distributions over topics. Each item is generated from a topic z. Thus, P(v|θ ) is computed as
follows:
p(v|θ ) =

K


P(v|ϕz )P(z|θ ),

(2)

z=1

where θ denotes the user interest θu or the local preference θl . Since a location item has
item property and generally also has available associated content information. Table II
shows an example of the Foursquare venue. Hence, for a topic, we design two alternative
methods to model it over location items and content words of items, respectively, which
leads to two variations of CARM: ICARM and CCARM. For the former, the generative
words are location items (an airport, pub, restaurant, and theater) and the topic is a
multinomial distribution over location items. P(v|θ ) for ICARM is directly computed
with Equation (2). For the latter, the generative words are content tags (theater, food,
wine, water, art) and the topic is a multinomial distribution over content words of
location items. Since a location item is generally associated with a couple of content
words, we aggregate the likelihood score of all content words of a location item to
calculate p(v|θ ) for CCARM. Specifically, it is computed as
p(v|θ ) =

K
 
w∈Wv z=1

P(w|ϕz )P(z|θ ) =

K 


P(w|ϕz )P(z|θ ).

z=1 w∈Wv

Furthermore, we incorporate the derived user interest intent and location item feature from CCARM into PMF as side information for better recommendation.
We will describe the details of two variations of the CARM model in the following
sections.
4.2. Item-Based CARM

Figure 2 illustrates the graphical representation of ICARM, which is a hierarchical
generative model. In ICARM, each location item in a rating record is associated with
two latent variables: a binary switch variable s and a topic z. Each topic ϕk is modeled as
a multinomial distribution over location items. The latent random variable s, associated
with each item, is adopted as a switch to determine whether the item is generated
according to the user personal interest θu or the local preference of location θl . s is
sampled from the rating-specific Bernoulli distribution with the parameters α that is
generated from a log-linear regression function of context information c of the rating
ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and Technology, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 59, Publication date: March 2016.
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Fig. 2. The graphical representation for ICARM. Each node is a random variable and labeled according
to its role in the generative process. The hidden nodes—the context feature weight parameters, the topic
proportions, assignments and topics–are unshaded. The observed nodes—the context features, the words,
additional information of the rating records—are shaded. The rectangles are “plate” notation, which denotes
replication. The N denotes the collection words within documents. The R plate denotes the collection of
user rating records. γ , ζ , and β are the (symmetric) hyperparameters for the Dirichlet priors, serving as
smoothing parameters for the counts.

record. This machinery encodes the impact of context information on the user’s decision
making on item v. For each rating r, let cr be a vector containing features that encode
context information consisting of the user’s time interval and location. For example, if
the observed features are indicators for the presence of users, then cr would include 1
in the position for the user and 0 otherwise. For user and location, we have two vectors
λu, λl , with length the number of context feature vector cr . Conditioned on the set of
users and locations with their distributions over topics, and the context-dependent
priors on switch variables, the process by which a rating r in ICARM isgenerated can
be summarized as follows:
1. For each user u ∈ U, u = 1, . . . , U choose θu ∼ Dirichlet(γ ). For each location l ∈
L, l = 1, . . . , L choose θl ∼ Dirichlet(ζ ). For each topic k = 1, . . . , K choose ϕk ∼
Dirichlet(β), draw λu ∼ N (0, σ 2 I), λl ∼ N (0, σ 2 I).
2. For each user rating r = 1, . . . , R
1
1
• For user factor, let αru = 1+exp(−c
. For location factor, let αrl = 1+exp(−c
.
T
T
r λu )
r λl )
• For each location item v in r:
• Draw a binary switch sri ∼Bernoulli(αr ).
v
• If sri = 0, draw a topic zri
∼Multi(θu).
v
• If sri = 1, draw a topic zri
∼Multi(θlu ).
v
• Draw a location item vri ∼Multi(ϕzriv ) from zri
-specific item distribution.
4.2.1. Model Inference. The ICARM model includes three fixed parameters: σ 2 , the variance of the prior on parameter values; β, the Dirichlet prior on the topic-word distributions; and K, the number of topics. The estimated parameters include λu, λl , weight
for context feature; topics ϕ; and user-topic distribution θu, location-topic distribution
θl , and mixing weight τ .
We train the ICARM model using a stochastic EM sampling scheme, in which we alternate between sampling topic assignments from the current prior distribution conditioned on the observeditems and features, and numerically optimizing the parameters
λl , λu given the topic assignments.
Topic assignments estimation. To estimate the topic assignments of the ICARM
model, we need to estimate the latent variables conditioned on the observed variables,
namely p(s, z|v, c, λ , γ , ζ, β, σ ), where s is binary switch and z is topic assignment.
We employ collapsed Gibbs sampling [Griffiths and Steyvers 2004] to obtain samples
of latent variables and to estimate unknown parameters {θu, θl , ϕ, τ } in ICARM. We
assume that the priors (γ , η, ζ ) follow symmetric Dirichlet, which are conjugate priors for multinomial (or beta for Bernoulli). We take fixed values for the priors (i.e.,
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β = 0.01, γ = ζ = 50/K). In a Gibbs sampler, one iteratively samples new assignments
of latent variables by drawing from the distributions conditioned on the previous state
of the model. Due to space constraints, we show only the derived Gibbs sampling
formulas, omitting the detailed derivation process. The derivation of update rules is
detailed in the Appendix. We first sample the switch variable sri for textual aspect word
according to the posterior probability:
p(sri = 0|s−ri , z, v, ·) ∝

p(sri = 1|s−ri , z, v, ·) ∝

−ri
nrs
+ αru
0
−ri
−ri
nrs
0 + nrs1

γ + n¬ri
uz
·   ¬ri ri  ,
+ αru + αrl
z nuzri + γ

(3)

¬ri
ζ + nlz
·   ¬i ri  ,
+ αru + αrl
z nlzri + ζ

(4)

−ri
+ αrl
nrs
1
−ri
−ri
nrs
0 + nrs1

where nrs0 is the number of times that sri = 0 has been sampled in rating record r; nrs1 is
the number of times that sri = 1 has been sampled in rating record r; nuz is the number
of times that topic z has been sampled from the multinomial distribution specific to
user u; nlz is the number of times that topic z has been sampled from the multinomial
distribution specific to location l; and the number n−ri with the superscript −ri denotes
a quantity, excluding the current instance.
Then, we sample topic zv according to the following posterior probability, when sri = 0,
γ + n¬ri
n−ri
uz
z v +β
p(zri |z−ri , sri = 0, v, ·) ∝   ¬ri ri  ·   ri −ri
,
z nuzri + γ
v nzri v + β

(5)

and when sri = 1,
¬ri
ζ + nlz
n−ri
z v +β
p(zri |z−ri , sri = 1, v, ·) ∝   ¬i ri  ·   ri −ri
,
z nlzri + ζ
v nzri v + β

(6)

where nzv is the number of times that location item v has been generated by topic z.
Parameters learning. Integrating over the switch variables, we construct the complete log likelihood for portion of the model involving the topic z, αru, αrl .
 2
R
2 

λud + λld
(nrs0 + αru) (nrs1 + αrl ) (αru + αrl )  1
p(s, λ) =
(7)
×
exp −
(nrs0 + nrs1 + αru + αrl ) (αru) (αrl )
2τ σ 2
2σ 2
d
r=1

The derivative of the log of Equation (7) with respect to the parameters λud, λld for a
given user u and feature d is



exp −crT λu
∂
=
(−crd)
2 × ((αru + αrl ) − (αru + αrl + nrs0 + nrs1 )

∂λud
1 + exp −crT λ u
r
(8)
λud
+ (αru + nrs0 ) − (αru)) − 2 ,
σ
 T 

exp −cr λl
∂
=
(−crd)
2 × ((αru + αrl ) − (αru + αrl + nrs0 + nrs1 )

∂λld
1 + exp −crT λ l
r
(9)
λld
+ (αrl + nrs1 ) − (αrl )) − 2 ,
σ
where (·) is the derivative of log (·).
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After a sufficient number of stochastic EM sampling with the preceding equations,
we can estimate the parameters {θuv , θlv , ϕ v , τ } as follows:
γ + nuz
ζ + nlz
, θlzv = 

(n
+
γ
)
z uz
z (nlz + ζ )
nzv + β
ϕzv = 
v  (nzv  + β)
nrs0 + αru
τurc =
.
nrs0 + nrs1 + αru + αrl

v
θuz
=

(10)

4.3. Content-Based CARM

CCARM aims to simulate the generative process of content words associated with location items in the rating records. In particular, the topic is modeled as a multinomial
distribution over a set of content words. The graphical representation of CCARM is
similar to ICARM in Figure 2 except the location item v is replaced with the content
word w. The model inference of CCARM is also similar to that of ICARM. The parameters of CCARM including user personal interest θuw , local preference θuv , and topic over
content words ϕ w are estimated analogously with Equation (10). Exploiting the content
information of location items can help to alleviate the data sparsity problem.
4.4. CCARM with UIL-PMF

To explicitly exploit the associations between users and location items, we propose
aUIL-PMF model to incorporate the user interest intent and location item feature
derived from CCARM as side information for better recommendation. This recommendation method is called CCARM-UIL-PMF, which can further alleviate the data
sparsity problem and facilitate people’s travel not only near their home regions but
also to locations that are new to them. We describe the details of CCARM-UIL-PMF in
the following descriptions.
4.4.1. User Intent Inference. In a location recommendation system, it is important to
comprehensively and accurately understand the user’s intent for producing satisfied
recommendations. CCARM can reasonably and effectively identify the user’s intent in
a rating behavior. The user’s intent captures the distribution of the user’s interest over
the topics of the content. We model the user’s intent as a mixture of user intrinsic
interest and local preference of the location, where the mixing proportion is influenced
by the user’s context information. Specifically, given the user’s context information c
and the learned CCARM parameters of mixing proportion τuc , the user’s interest θuw ,
and local preference of location θlw , the user intent is computed as follows:

φuc = τuc θuw + (1 − τuc )θlw ,

(11)

where θuw and θlw are derived from CCARM.
4.4.2. Location Item Feature Extraction. A location item is usually associated with content
information such as categories and tags to describe the location item. To obtain the location item feature, we utilize the learned CCARM model with the content information.
The location item feature is represented as a probability distribution over the topics of
the content. In this way, the user’s intent and location item feature are represented in
one topic space, which benefits the following recommendation usage. Given the content
words of location item Wv , and the learned CCARM model M : {ϕ w }, where ϕ w is the
topic over content words, and hyperparameter η, we use the Gibbs sampling method to
derive the topic distribution for location item v. The full conditional distribution of the
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation for UIL-PMF.

Gibbs sampling is



p(zri = k|z−ri , w, M) ∝ ϕk,wri nkv,−ri + η , w ∈ Wv .

(12)

Then, the topic distribution for location item v is
gvk =  K

nkv + η

k =1

nkv + Kη

,

(13)

where nkv is the topic observation count. The topic distribution gvk is used as the location
item feature.
4.4.3. CCARM with PMF. To reasonably interpret and adopt the feature of user intent
and location item for recommendation, we also explicitly consider the associations between the user and location item in the rating record. The user’s historical rating record
matrix is denoted as X, with Xi j being the number of times user ui has rated location
item v j . To leverage user interest intent and location item feature for recommendation,
we propose a UIL-PMF model. The graphical representation of UIL-PMF is shown in
Figure 3. Let Xi j be the rating of user ui for location item v j . Ui and V j are the user
and location item latent feature vector, respectively. φui c is the latent user interest in
terms of user ui and current context information c computed with Equation (11). The
observed rating Xi j is assumed to be generated by
qT

q

a
Xi j = UiaT
j V ji + ei j = Ui V j + Ui
q

f

q

fT

fT

gj + Vj

φui c + ei j ,

(14)

f

where Uiaj = {Ui , Ui , φui c }, Ui = {Ui , Ui } contains the free parameters that will be
q

f

q

f

learned for user ui . V jia = {V j , V j , g j }, V j = {V j , V j } contains the free parameters that
will be learned for item v j , and g j is the item feature vector. For (i, j) ∈ ,  is a set
of indices of observed entries in X. The uncertainty in the model is absorbed by the
noise ei j , which is assumed to be Gaussian—that is, ei j ∼ N (ei j |0, ρ −1 ), where ρ is the
precision (the inverse of variance). Thus, the likelihood is given by



a
2
(15)
N Xi j |UiaT
p(X|U, V , ρ) =
j V ji , ρ .
(i, j)∈

We place a zero mean Gaussian prior on user and location item feature vectors
[Salakhutdinov and Mnih 2007]:
N
M

 
 

 


p U |σU2 =
N Ui |0, σU2 I , p V |σV2 =
N V j |0, σV2 I .
i=1

j=1
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Then the conditional distribution of U and V over the observed ratings and user intent
feature posterior distribution of Equation (15) becomes


 
 


(17)
p U, V |X, G, , ρ 2 , σU2 , σV2 ∝ p X|U, V, ρ 2 p U |σU2 p V |σV2 .
Accordingly, the log of the posterior distribution for the recommendation is given by


In p U, V |X, G, , ρ 2 , σU2 , σV2
N
M

1  
1  T
1  T
aT a 2
X
−
U
V
−
U
U
−
Vi Vi
ij
i
ij
ji
i
2
2
2ρ 2
2σ
2σ
U
V
i=1
j=1
(i, j)∈
⎞
⎞
⎛⎛

1
− ⎝⎝
Ii j ⎠ In ρ 2 + N DU In σU2 + MDV In σV2 ⎠ + Constant,
2

=−

(18)

(i, j)∈

where Ii j is the indicator function that is equal to 1 if user ui rated location item v j
and equal to 0 otherwise, DU is the dimension of Ui that is equal to the sum of the
q
dimension of latent factor Ui and the dimension of location item feature g j , and DV is
q
the dimension of V j that is equal to the sum of the dimension of latent factor V j and
the dimension of user intent feature φi j . Maximizing the log-posterior is equivalent to
minimizing the following objective function,
2
1  
qT q
fT
fT
Xi j − Ui V j − Ui g j − V j φui c
L(U, V, X, G, ) =
2
(i, j)∈

+

N
M
ξU 
ξV 
Ui 2F +
V j 2F ,
2
2
i=1

(19)

j=1

where ξU = ρ
=ρ
·
denotes the Frobenius norm. A local minimum
solution to Equation (19) can be obtained by performing gradient descent on Ui and V j
for all users and location items.
2

/σU2 , ξV

2

/σV2 , 

2F

 
  q

∂L
qT q
fT
fT
=−
Ii j Xi j − Ui V j − Ui g j − V j φui c · V j , g j + ξU Ui
∂Ui
M

j=1

 
  q

∂L
qT q
fT
fT
=−
Ii j Xi j − Ui V j − Ui g j − V j φui c · U j , φi j + ξV V j
∂ Vi
N

(20)

i=1

5. ONLINE RECOMMENDATION

A query in our recommendation task takes three arguments (u, lu, tu): a querying user
u in a location lu during time interval tu. Given the query, the recommendation system
should output a ranked list of location items located at the location lu that matches the
querying user’s interest intent. Once we have inferred model parameters of CARM, such
as user interest θu, local preference θl , topics ϕ, mixing weights τ , and the parameters of
UIL-PMF including latent feature vectors U and V , in the offline modeling phase, the
online recommendation part computes a ranking score for each location item v within
querying location lu during time interval tu and then returns top-k ranked location
items as the recommendations. Since we introduce two types of CARM, we describe the
recommendation procedures based on ICARM and CCARM, respectively.
For ICARM-based recommendation, specifically, when receiving a query q = (u, cu) =
(u, lu, tu), a new mixing weight τuc is first constructed by utilizing the context information
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c and the learned parameters λu and λl learned in the CARM model. τuc is computed
by
1
1
 , αlc =



T
1 + exp −c λu
1 + exp −c T λl

r (nrs0 + αuc )
=
,
(n
+
nrs1 + αuc + αlc )
r rs0

αuc =
τuc

(21)

where r is the rating history record of user u. Since nrs0 and nrs1 are obtained in the
offline ICARM modeling part, τuc can be computed efficiently. Equation (21) for calculating τuc considering user history information and current context influences can
reasonably and accurately interpret the influence degrees of the user personal interest
and local preference. To improve the online query performance, a ranking framework
in Equation (22) is proposed to separate the offline scoring computation and the online
scoring computation based on Equations (1) and (2). More specifically, F(lu, v, z) represents the offline part of the scoring function, denoting the score of location item v in
location lu on topic z. Note that F(lu, v, z) is independent of querying users. The weight
score Q(u, lu, tu, z) is computed in the online part, denoting the preference weight of
query (u, lu, tu) on topic z. The main components of Q(u, lu, tu, z) are computed offline
(e.g., θuz , θlz ). At query time, the ranking score S(u, lu, tu, v) in Equation (22) aggregates
the product of F(lu, v, z) and Q(u, lu, tu, z) over K topics by a simple sum function.

S(u, lu, tu, v) =
F(lu, v, z)Q(u, lu, tu, z)
(22)
z

Q(u, lu, tu, z) = τuc θuz + (1 − τ )θlz
F(lu, v, z) = ϕzv , v ∈ Vlu

(23)
(24)

For CCARM-based recommendation, we first compute the mixing weight τuc in Equation (21) and then calculate the ranking score S(u, lu, tu, v) using
the parameters learned

in the CCARM model. Note that F(lu, v, z) is equal to w ϕzw , w ∈ Wv , v ∈ Vlu . To
utilize CCARM with the UIL-PMF model for recommendation, we first compute the
feature of user intent φuc using Equation (21) and Equation (23) with the corresponding parameters learned in CCARM. The location item feature gv is computed offline
in Equation (13). With the feature of user intent φuc , location item feature gv and the
parameters U, V learned in the UIL-PMF model, the ranking score S(u, lu, tu, v) based
on CCARM-UIL-PMF model is given by
S(u, lu, tu, v) = UuqT Vvq + Uuf T gv + Vvf T φuc .

(25)

6. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first describe the experimental setting including the datasets, comparative approaches, and the evaluation method. We then report experimental results
on both the recommendation effectiveness and efficiency of our recommendation system. We also study the interpretability of our STCAPLRS by analyzing and the latent
topics learned by the CARM model, the effect of users’ personal interests and the local
preferences in users’ decision making for location recommendation.
6.1. Experimental Setting

6.1.1. Datasets. We evaluate the performance of STCAPLRS on two real-life datasets.
The detailed descriptions for the datasets are listed as follows. We consider the user
check-ins as rating behaviors in LBSMNS:
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—Dianping: Dianping2 is China’s largest location-based reviewing platform, where
users can publish and consume reviews about local business. It also allows users
to perform check-ins and other social behaviors. We take check-ins as the rating
behaviors in our study. On Dianping, a check-in is created by a user by specifying
what, when, and where the checked POI is. We concentrate on the checking-in records
located in the city of Beijing. We started from a popular user as seed and expanded
the crawling according to his or her followers and followees in a breadth-first search
manner. Each user’s user-ID and check-in records are downloaded. For each check-in
record, the check-in information including its ID, time, POI, and address is collected.
For each checked POI, the information about ID, category, associated tags, located
location, and address is recorded. To guarantee the validity of the experimental
results, each user in the dataset has provided at least 10 check-ins. In this way, the
collected dataset consists of 6,171 users, 66,092 POIs, and 507,924 check-ins.
—Foursquare: Foursquare3 is one of the most popular online location-based social
networking services. The Web site itself does not provide a public API to access users’
check-in data; however, it provides an alternative way to perform check-ins and to
synchronize them to Twitter. The dataset used in our experiment was collected by
getting access to the check-in tweets through the Twitter REST API from April 2014
to June 2014. The collected information is similar to that in the Dianping dataset.
We removed the users who have fewer than 10 check-ins. In this way, the dataset
contains 334,287 check-ins made by 20,293 users and 123,968 venues.
To utilize these two datasets in our proposed models, we preprocess them as follows.
First, for extracting location context, we partition all location items into their located
geolocations according to their address information. Specifically, we utilize the district
granularity for the Dianping dataset and city granularity for the Foursquare dataset,
respectively. Second, we adopt 24 time intervals as the time context where each hour
period corresponds to one time interval. Third, to extract the content information, we
aggregate the categories and tags associated with location items.
6.1.2. Comparative Approaches. CARM has two variants: ICARM (Section 4.2) and
CCARM (Section 4.3). We also extend CCARM with PMF (CCARM-UIL-PMF) for
recommendation. We compare our proposed models with the following existing recommendation approaches:

• Popularity (POP): This approach provides the same recommendation list of location
items to all users according to the popularity of location items
 in the training set.
Let pv j be the popularity of location item v j and then pv j = ui ∈U Xi j , where Xi j is
the rating score performed by ui and v j in the training set.
• UCF: UCF is to recommend users with location items that a group of similar users
prefer to visit. The predicted rating
on location item v j by user ui is


Q̂i j =

k∈U,k
 =i

s(ui ,uk )×Xkj
,
s(ui ,uk )

k∈U,k=i

where s(ui , uk) =



j∈Vik Xi j Xkj

2
j∈Vik Xi j
j∈Vik

2
Xkj

and Vik is the set of lo-

cation items visited by ui or uk.
• PMF: The latent representations are learned using the proposed method in Salakhutdinov and Mnih [2007], and the prediction is computed as the inner product of the
two latent features.
• LDA: A standard LDA-based [Blei et al. 2003] method is implemented as one of
our baselines. In this model, each user is viewed as a document, and location items
visited by the user are viewed as words in the document. For online recommendation,
2 http://www.dianping.com/.
3 https://foursquare.com/.
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the ranking score is computed using our ranking framework in Equation (22) where
F(lu, v, z) = ϕzv , Q(u, lu, tu, z) = θuz .
Context-aware factorization machine (CAFM). We exploit the spatial-temporal features and use the model in Rendle et al. [2011] to generate recommendations.
Spatial-temporal UCF (STUCF): Similar to Yuan et al. [2013], we incorporate the
spatial-temporal influences into the UCF model for recommendation. Given a time
interval t and a location l, we consider the historical check-ins at (l, t) to train its
corresponding UCF model and make recommendations.
Spatial-temporal Bayesian probabilistic tensor factorization (STBPTF): For each location l, we train a temporal tensor factorization model using Xiong et al. [2010] and
make recommendations.
LCA-LDA: We implement the proposed model in Yin et al. [2013] as one of our
baselines. This approach also considers both the content information of location
items and their location information, but does not exploit and model the context
information. The mixing weight τ is fixed for each user and not context dependent.
In the model, a location item and a content word form a pair and have the same topic
assignment. The model is trained on a set of four tuples (i.e., Duv = {(u, v, lv , wv ) :
wv ∈ Wv }).

6.1.3. Evaluation Methods. We evaluate both the effectiveness of the suggested recommendations and the efficiency for generating top-k recommendations.

Recommendation effectiveness. For each user u, we randomly split his or her rated
location items in location l during time interval t, S(u, l, t), into 80% training location
items Strain(u, l, t) and 20% test location items Stest (u, l, t). In this way, we obtain 64,380
test queries for Dianping and 51,558 test queries for Foursquare. Given a querying
user u in location l during time interval t, if a recommended item is in the test set
Stest (u, l, t), it is a “hit” item and other wise it is a “miss.” Two well-known metrics are
used to measure the ranked results. Similar to evaluations in formation retrieval, we
use Recall@k and Precision@k to assess the quality of the top-k recommended items.
Denote Sk(u, l, t) as the top-k recommended location items and Q as the set of queries;
the metrics are given by
Recall@k =

1  |Sk(u, l, t) ∩ Stest (u, l, t)|
|Q|
|Stest (u, l, t)|
(u,l,t)∈Q

Precision@k =

1  |Sk(u, l, t) ∩ Stest (u, l, t)|
.
|Q|
k

(26)

(u,l,t)∈Q

We performed the location recommendation methods on the training/test set five times.
The final performance of the recommendation methods was obtained by averaging on
the metrics of five times independent trails.
Recommendation efficiency. The efficiency of the online recommendation mainly depends on (1) the number of candidate recommended items in the dataset and (2) the
computational time of each recommended item. Therefore, we test the efficiency of our
proposed methods over these two factors.
6.2. Experimental Results

In this section, we first report the performance of our STCAPLRS on the recommendation effectiveness and then compare the time costs of different recommendation
algorithms.
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Fig. 4. Top-k location recommendation performance on Dianping.

Fig. 5. Top-k location recommendation performance on Foursquare.

6.2.1. Effectiveness of Recommendations. We first present the optimal performance with
well-tuned parameters and then study the impact of model parameters.
Figures 4 and 5 report the top-k recommendation performance of the proposed models and other competitors in terms of Precision@k and Recall@k on the Dianping and
Foursquare datasets, respectively. We show only the performance where k is in the
range [1 · · · 20], because a greater value of k is usually ignored for a typical top-k recommendation task. From the reported results, we observed the following. First, the
proposed CCARM only utilizing the content information of location items performs the
worst. This indicates that content features are weak and have limited location recommendation utility. Second, the simple POP method exploiting user-item interactions
obtains an inferior result. Similar to previous studies (e.g., Ye et al. [2011]), the traditional user-based filtering (UCF) method is a strong baseline, which beats POP and
PMF in different values of k. Third, PMF and LDA achieve competitive results, showing
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the advantage of latent factor models in the ability of representation and generalization
for recommendation by dimension reduction, which is consistent with previous studies
(e.g., Shi et al. [2014] and Bell et al. [2007]). Fourth, the spatial-temporal contextaware methods, including CAFM, STUCF, and STBPTF, perform significantly better
than simple latent factor models, which demonstrates the utility of spatial-temporal
context influences for location recommendation. CAFM and STBPTF have relatively
better results than that of STUCF, which shows the effectiveness of modeling linear
combination of latent factors for representing user-item-context interactions. Fifth,
LCA-LDA obtains competitive results, justifying the benefit brought by combining local preferences and content information of location items in a unified way, which is
consistent with the conclusion in Yin et al. [2013]. Sixth, our proposed models ICARM
and CCARM-UIL-PMF outperform other competitors such as LCA-LDA and PMF on
both datasets. Compared to latent factorization models including CAFM, STUCF, and
STBPTF linearly modeling user-item-context interactions, our CARM model can reasonably better capture the complex interplay between users’ preferences and their
spatial-temporal contexts and has clear interpretability, and thus has better recommendation performance. The proposed CCARM-UIL-PMF considering the associations
between users and location items, content information of location items, and context information has achieved the best performance and outperformed other recommendation
approaches consistently. This observation shows that the location recommendation accuracy can be improved by considering user intrinsic interests, local preferences, and
context influences simultaneously. It is important for recommendation to model the
user-item associations, content information of location items, user intent features, and
spatial-temporal context information in a unified and principled way. In particular, exploiting the context information including location and temporal information is useful
and improves recommendation accuracy.
To further investigate the recommendation effects of different approaches in handling the data sparsity problem, we report the performance in two different settings.
The first setting is that query locations or time intervals are new for query users, and
such queries (u, lu, t) (denoted as “New Queries”) have no rating records in the training
set. The second setting is that queries (u, lu, t) (denoted as “History Queries”) have some
corresponding rating records in the training set. As a result, we obtained 38,408 new
queries and 25,972 history queries on Dianping; in addition, 26,169 new queries and
25,389 were obtained on Foursquare. Figures 6 and 7 show the compared results on
Dianping and Foursquare, respectively. From the figures, we can see that the trend of
comparison results on two datasets are similar to that presented in Figures 4 and 5. The
main different observations are as follows. First, all recommendation algorithms perform better in the setting of history queries than in the setting of new queries. Second,
the performance gaps of history queries between different recommendation methods
are relatively narrow compared to that of new queries. This is probably because the
data sparsity problem is not so severe in the history query setting. Third, LDA and
PMF perform better than POP and UCF in the new query setting, showing the advantages of latent factor models in alleviating the data sparsity problem to some extent.
Fourth, the context-aware methods including CAFM, STUCF, and STBPTF exploring
spatial-temporal information can largely alleviate the data sparsity issue and improve
recommendation results. Fifth, LCA-LDA exceeds the latent factor models, showing
the benefits of exploiting item contents and considering local preferences. Sixth, in
addition to modeling user interests and local preferences, ICARM and CCARM-UILPMF, considering the context information of each rating behavior in a principled way,
are more capable of overcoming the difficulty of data sparsity, which is justified by the
boosted recommendation accuracy with clear performance disparity, especially in the
new query setting.
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Fig. 6. Top-k location recommendation performance on Dianping.

Impact of spatial-temporal context influence. To study the effects of context information including the user’s location and time interval on location recommendation,
we report here the performance comparisons in two settings: context independent and
context dependent. Tables III and IV show the results in terms of Precision@5 and
Recall@5 on Dianping and Foursquare, respectively. We observe that the models considering context influences consistently outperform the context independent models
with clear performance improvement. This verifies our postulation that context factors
of location and temporal information impact on the user rating behavior in LBSMNS.
Meanwhile, such context influences are dynamic. The effect of context influence for
each user rating behavior is different. The comparison results in Figures 4 and 5 and
Tables III and IV demonstrate the superiority of our proposed CARM in modeling the
context influence on the generation of the user’s decision making.
Effect of the number of topics. Tuning model parameters, such as the number of topics
for topic models, is critical to the performance of models. We show the experiments
here to study the effect of number of topics of our proposed CARM on Dianping and
Foursquare, respectively. We only show the experimental results of ICARM, as the
results of CCARM are similar. Figures 8 and 9 report the results of ICARM by varying
the number of topics (e.g., K = 10, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200). From the figures, we can
observe that the performance of the model is better when the number of topics is small
(e.g., K = 10, 20) and remains nearly stable when K is larger than 50.
6.2.2. Efficiency of Recommendations. We now conduct the study of efficiency of recommendation methods including offline computational complexity analysis and online
recommendation efficiency on Dianping and Foursquare datasets. All recommendation
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Fig. 7. Top-k location recommendation performance on Foursquare.
Table III. Top-k Location Recommendation Performance on Dianping

CCARM
ICARM
CCARM-UIL-PMF

Precision@5
Context
Context
Independent
Dependent
0.01432
0.01522
0.03649
0.03693
0.03654
0.03788

Recall@5
Context
Context
Independent Dependent
0.05558
0.05893
0.14722
0.14908
0.14765
0.15328

Table IV. Top-k Location Recommendation Performance on Foursquare

CCARM
ICARM
CCARM-UIL-PMF

Precision@5
Context
Context
Independent
Dependent
0.01686
0.01873
0.0281
0.02946
0.0296
0.02964

Recall@5
Context
Context
Independent Dependent
0.08109
0.08967
0.13384
0.14021
0.14137
0.14188

algorithms were implemented in the MATLAB platform on a PC running Windows 7
with four Intel Core i5-3470 processors (3.2GHz) and 8GB memory.
Offline computational complexity analysis. We first analyze the computational cost
of our recommendation models. For space complexity, CARM holds a K × M count
matrix (topic by location item), a K × W count matrix (topic by content word), an N × K
count matrix (user by topic), an L × K count matrix (location by topic), an (L + T ) × 2
(context feature weight parameters) matrix, and an R × 2 (rating record by coin) count
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Fig. 8. Impact of the number of latent topics on Dianping.

Fig. 9. Impact of the number of latent topics on Foursquare.

matrix. UIL-PMF holds an N × (D + K) matrix (user feature parameters) and an
M × (D + K) matrix (location item feature parameters), where D is the dimension
of latent presentation. In our experiments, the memory space of ICARM is 224KB
on Dianping and 456KB on Foursquare. The memory space of CCARM-UIL-PMF is
10.6MB on Dianping and 21MB on Foursquare (UIL-PMF costs the most spaces due to
the float data). For time complexity, the cost of CARM is O(I(RMr (2+ K)+2×(L+T )R)),
where I is the iteration number of CARM model learning. UIL-PMF holds the time cost
of O(I((K+ D)×(MN))), where I is the learning iteration number. The meaning of other
variables is shown in Table I. In the experiment, the time cost of ICARM is within 1 hour
30 minutes and the cost of CCARM is within 3 hours in terms of 6,171 users, 66,092
POIs, 166 locations, 24 time intervals, 1,664 content words, 408,730 rating records, and
30 iterations on Dianping. UIL-PMF costs less than 1 hour in terms of 30 iterations
on Dianping. For Foursquare, the time cost of ICARM is within 1 hour 20 minutes,
and the cost of CCARM is within 2 hours in terms of 20,393 users, 123,968 venues,
1,905 locations, 24 time intervals, 1,929 content words, 275,058 rating records, and 30
iterations on Dianping. UIL-PMF costs less than 40 minutes in terms of 30 iterations
on Foursquare.
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Fig. 10. Efficiency with respect to online recommendations on Dianping.

Fig. 11. Efficiency with respect to online recommendations on Foursquare.

Online recommendation efficiency. We next proceed to perform an online efficiency
comparison of different location recommendation algorithms on the Dianping and
Foursquare datasets. We tested all queries for Dianping and Foursquare. The number of location items in the user-specific querying location varies from 1 to 1,877 on
Dianping and from 1 to 12,657 on Foursquare.
Figures 10 and 11 present the average online efficiency of different approaches to generate the recommendations for the queries for the Dianping and Foursquare datasets,
respectively. For example, on average, the proposed ICARM can produce recommendations from the Dianping dataset in 5.47ms and from the Foursquare dataset in
35.17ms for the queries. From the figures, we can observe the following. First, the
proposed CARM-based models including ICARM, CCARM, CCARM-UIL-PMF are efficient for online recommendations. The time cost of CCARM-UIL-PMF is higher than
ICARM due to the enhanced user-item associations modeling part of PMF. Second, both
CARM-based models and latent factor models such as LDA, PMF, CAFM, STBPTF, and
LCA-LDA are consistently better than STUCF, UCF and POP, showing that the modelbased methods can produce faster responses to queries than memory-based methods
once model parameters are learned offline.
6.3. Analysis of Latent Topics

In this section, we investigate the latent information discovered from CARM models.
Tables V and VI show the latent topics of location items and content learned by ICARM
and CCARM on the Foursquare dataset, respectively. For each topic of location items in
Table V, we present the top venues with the highest probabilities, including their IDs,
categories, and locations. From the table, we observe that the venues in each latent
topics learned by ICARM share the same category (e.g., Airport and Entertainment)
and located in different cities. Topics differ in different locations and within the same
location. This verifies the necessity of taking into consideration both personal intrinsic
interests and local preferences for the location recommendation system. Table VI shows
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Table V. Latent Topics of Location Items Learned by ICARM on Foursquare

T2
Venue ID
43a52546f964a520532c1fe3

Category
Airport

Location
New York

T5
Venue ID
Category
4b992b04f964a520726635e3
Entertainment

41059b00f964a520850b1fe3

Airport

49e4a769f964a52015631fe3

Entertainment

4a677f82f964a52091c91fe3

Airport

San
Francisco
Las Vegas

4b4a486bf964a520368226e3

Entertainment

45f555cef964a5200e441fe3

Airport

SeaTac

4b4a486bf964a520368226e3

Entertainment

449e9fb9f964a520c0341fe3

Airport

Phoenix

4528a216f964a520173b1fe3

Entertainment

Location
New
York
New
York
New
York
New
York
New
York

Table VI. Latent Topics of Content Learned by CCARM on Foursquare
Topic
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7

Terms
park outdoors new theater art brooklyn music gallery socialite great history venue historic museum parks
restaurant bar american food coffee shop place beer wine breakfast burger pizza sandwich brunch seafood
cream
train station bus transit subway public metro food transportation mta rail travel trains line terminal tourist
gym fitness center yoga pool sports spa studio athletics training massage basketball health swimming club
cardio
store shop clothing electronics department apple grocery goods shopping retail cosmetics shoes accessories
bakery
airport travel terminal wifi airlines american international airplane gate park air theme airways flight
building college office university residential school space academic coworking trade technology library event

seven topics with the top words learned by CCARM. These topics of content are common life topics, corresponding to entertainment, food service, transportation, sports,
shopping, airport, and college. These results demonstrate the capability of CARM in
discovering the users’ interests and local preferences in the features (latent topics) of
location items and contents, and also explain its superiority in the recommendation
performance (Section 6.2.1).
6.4. Spatial-Temporal Context-Aware Personalized Location Recommendation Study

In this section, we analyze the learned knowledge by CARM to facilitate a better
understanding of the user’s rating behavior in LBSMNS. Through CARM, both context
influence factor, the personal interest of querying user u, the local preference of the
querying location lu, and their influences to u’s decision making can be learned from
the user activity history data. Figure 12 illustrates an example of context-aware user
rating behavior modeling by CARM. The user u is conducting the rating behavior in
Wudaokou, Beijing, at 12:00 am. As shown, the context information impacts the influence probability generation between personal interest and local preference. As a result,
user u is influenced by the local preference with an influence probability value of 0.45.
In addition, the top four topics of user interest and the local preference of Wudaokou are
shown, respectively, where the weights represent the topic strength in the corresponding edges. With the influence of user interest and local preference, the user’s current
interest intent distribution on topics can be obtained. Then the recommendations are
generated by matching location items and user interest intent using Equation (22).
6.5. Spatial-Temporal Context-Aware Influence Study

In this section, we study spatial-temporal context-aware influence degrees of users’
personal interests and the local preference on users’ decision making. In CARM, the
context-aware influence probability of user interest τuc and local preference 1 − τuc
are learned automatically. Each rating behavior has its specific context information,
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Fig. 12. An example of context-aware personalized location recommendation by using CARM.

Fig. 13. Spatial-temporal context-aware influence results on Dianping and Foursquare.

resulting in different mixing weights. We plot the distributions of both the personal
interest and local preference probabilities among all user rating behaviors. The results
are presented in Figure 13, where each box plot depicts the cumulative summaries of
the influence probabilities. From the figure, we can observe that both user interests and
local preferences play important roles in the user’s decision making for visiting. The
local preference influence is higher on the Dianping platform, whereas user personal
interests have more impact on Foursquare. The implication of this finding shows the
necessity of modeling user personal interests and exploiting the local preferences in
location item recommendation.
6.6. Summary

We summarize the experimental results as follows:
(1) The proposed CARM-based approaches modeling the spatial-temporal contextaware influence of user intrinsic interest and local preference for location recommendation achieves the best recommendation accuracy.
(2) The learned knowledge by CARM has clear interpretations for recommendation
explanation and adoption.
(3) Our proposed STCAPLRS is efficient for generating online recommendations.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we have investigated a new problem of context-aware personalized location recommendation. We introduced STCAPLRS, which provides a user with location
item recommendations with respect to the querying location and time by exploiting
the knowledge of user personal interests and local preferences mined from the users’
visiting history. The core module of STCAPLRS is CARM, which is proposed to model
user rating behaviors in location-based social media systems, by taking into consideration location and temporal context, associations between users and location items,
and the content and location information of location items. The derived context-aware
influence of both user intrinsic interests and local preferences can largely help to alleviate the data sparsity problem and facilitate people’s local place and new location
exploration. We evaluated STCAPLRS with extensive experiments based on two reallife datasets: Dianping and Foursquare. Experimental results have well demonstrated
the effectiveness and efficiency of STCAPLRS in location recommendations. In addition, the experimental results also shows clear interpretability of STCAPLRS, which
is important for building up the trustworthiness of recommender system.
For future work, we would like to explore and combine the location item information and contents, as well as context information, in a unified generative probabilistic
model to simultaneously simulate the generative process of location items and their
associated content terms. Additionally, it would be interesting to develop an online
learning approach for STCAPLRS on the streaming data, which can greatly benefit
location recommendation, especially in the mobile scenario.

APPENDIX

The generative process for ICARM corresponds to the following joint distribution of the
hidden and observed variables and parameters λ on the whole dataset:
p(v, z, s|α, λ, β, γ , ζ, σ 2 )


∝
p(s|τ ) p(τ |α)dτ
p(z|s, θ, ψ) p(θ |γ ) p(ψ|ζ )dθ dψ

p(v|z, ϕ) p(ϕ|β)dϕ.

(27)

To sample from the joint distribution using Gibbs sampling, we need to obtain the
full condition posterior distribution p( i | −i , ·), where −i denotes all sampled latent
variables j , j = i. We first derive the variable of x.
Canceling factors that do not depend on si , and following the definition of conditional
probability, we have
p(v, z, s|α, λ, β, γ , ζ, σ 2 )
p(v, z, s−i |α, λ, β, γ , ζ, σ 2 )


p(z|s, θ, ψ) p(θ |γ ) p(ψ|ζ )dθ dψ
p(s|τ ) p(τ |α)dτ
·
,
=
p(s−i |τ ) p(τ |α)dτ
p(z|s−i , θ, ψ) p(θ |γ ) p(ψ|ζ )dθ dψ

p(si |s−i , z, v, ·) =

(28)

We derive the first component of Equation (28). For the numerator, since si is generated from a Bernoulli distribution τ whose beta parameters are αru, αrl , we can
 R nrs0
get p(s|τ ) = r=1
τr · (1 − τr )nrs1 , where nrs0 is the number of times that s = 0 has
been sampled in document r and nrs1 represents the number of times that s = 1 has
been sampled in r. Because beta is the conjugate prior of Bernoulli, we could solve the
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Bernoulli-beta integral using Gibbs sampling. Specifically,

p(s|τ ) p(τ |α)dτ
=

R

r=1

1
B(αru, αrl )



1

nrs0 +αru −1

τr

(1 − τr )nrs1 +αrl −1 dτr

0

,

R

B(nrs0 + αru, nrs1 + αrl )
=
B(αru, αrl )

(29)

r=1

=

R

(nrs0 + αru) (nrs1 + αrl ) (αru + αrl )
.
(nrs0 + nrs1 + αru + αrl ) (αru) (αrl )

r=1

To yield the first fraction of Equation (28), we apply the preceding equation twice
and obtain the following equation:
R

r=1
p(s|τ ) p(τ |α)dτ

=
R
p(s−i |τ ) p(τ |α)dτ
r=1

(nrs0 +αru ) (nrs1 +αrl ) (αru +αrl )
(nrs0 +nrs1 +αru +αrl )
−i
−i
+αru ) (nrs
+αrl ) (αru +αrl )
(nrs
0
1

.

(30)

−i
−i
(nrs
+nrs
+αru +αrl )
0
1

Now we can get, when sri = 0,

−ri
nrs
+ αru
p(s|τ ) p(τ |α)dτ
0

= −ri
.
−ri
p(s−ri |τ ) p(τ |α)dτ
nrs0 + nrs1 + αru + αrl
Similarly, when sri = 1,

−ri
+ αrl
nrs
p(s|τ ) p(τ |α)dτ
1

= −ri
.
−ri
p(s−ri |τ ) p(τ |α)dτ
nrs0 + nrs1 + αru + αrl

(31)

(32)

We use the one property of gamma function (s + 1) = s (s). −i denotes a quantity,
excluding the current instance.
Now we turn to the second fraction of Equation (28). Specifically, as p(z|s, θ, ψ) is a
multinomial distribution, p(θ |γ ), p(θ |ζ ) are conjugate pair of multinomial Dirichlet, we
can obtain, when s = 0,
 U


 
U 
K
K
 1 
nu,k
γk −1
p(z|s, θ ) p(θ |γ )dθ =
θu,k
θu,k
dθ
B(γ )
u=1 k=1
u=1
k=1
K

U 

U 
 n +γ −1
1
u,k
k
(33)
ψu,k
dθ
=
B(γ )
u=1
k=1
U 

U K
1
k=1 (γk + nu,k)
=
.
 K
B(γ )
k=1 γk + nu,k
u=1
Accordingly, the second fraction of Equation (28) can be written as

n¬ri
p(z|s, θ ) p(θ |γ )dθ
uz + γ

.
=  ri¬ri
p(z|s−i , θ ) p(θ |γ )dθ
z (nzri v + γ )
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Finally, by combining Equation (31), we have, when sri = 0,
p(sri = 0|s−i , z, w, ·) =

−i
nrs
+ αru
0
−i
−i
nrs
0 + nrs1

n¬ri
uz + γ
.
·   ri¬ri
+ αru + αrl
z nuzri + γ

(35)

¬ri
+ζ
nlz
.
·   ri¬ri
+ αru + αrl
z nlzri + ζ

(36)

Similarly, we have sri = 1:
p(sri = 1|s−i , z, w, ·) =

−i
+ αrl
nrs
1
−i
−i
nrs
0 + nrs1

Equations (5) and (6)can be derived analogously.
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